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About This Game

Destroy Your Opponents. Rise as a Victor. Become the Legend of the Arena!
Fast, Brutal and Hardcore Non-Targeting Melee Action Multiplayer!

Versus: Battle of the Gladiator is an MO PvP action game. You're a slave gladiator captured by Claderan empire, the conqueror
of the world. Fight alone, or team up with others in a bloody gladiatorial battle to prove your strength.

Versus features brutal and hardcore non-targeting melee combat, and you can customize both equipment and combat move set
for your gladiator. Each attack has unique traits, strengths and weaknesses, which turns each match into a dynamic and complex

mind game. With its non-targeting combat system and real-time armor destruction, the combat of Versus revolves around
dynamic situations with unlimited replay value.

Key Features

Combat

 Brutal and hardcore non-targeting third person melee combat system

 Realtime weapon tracing and armor destruction, creating dynamic and emergent combat
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 Score-focused victory conditions which emphasizes how you kill

Equipment

 Hundreds of weapons and armor parts inspired by real world wargears

 Obtain, scrap, craft and modify your equipment to specialize and personalize them

 Realistic armor parts destruction system which immediately affects gameplay

Skills

 7+ different combat styles that provide unique combat experiences

 Strong mindgame driven by strength-weakness relationship between skill types

 Skill setting system that allows you to focus and specialize your combat style

Maps and Modes

 Various arenas inspired by Roman Colosseum or medieval European castle

 Fight against up to 8 players in duel, free-for-all or team v team PvP battle

 Challenge powerful bosses in Assault mode, or fight off waves of enemies in Horde mode
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Title: Versus: Battle of the Gladiator
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Netker Inc.
Publisher:
Netker Inc.
Release Date: 26 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP 32bit

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo/AMD Athlon X2

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 6 Series/Radeon R500 Series

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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One of the most fun board games on the market, with ridiculous amounts of replay value. Highlly recommended to anyone who
likes strategy games!!. 10\/10 solid game, pure llama slaughter satisfaction. There's nothing that hits my llama murdering needs
like this game. Every person who believes llamas are pure evil will get their tinfoil hats after playing this game for 10 minutes.
Let the llama murder commence #llamanatiMustFall. This is an excellent hidden gem that combines neat puzzle mechanics with
excellent visuals for an impressive little title.. The art for the game is bad and lazy, the animation is basically non existent, the
sound design makes me want to die, the music is either horrible or cliche, usually both. Also tons of bugs..  Satisfying
 Intuitive
 No Pressure
 Know the Solution
 Relaxing
 2 X the Fun. \ud83d\udc6fAnother Triumph\ud83d\udc6f. HOW TO PLAY WITHOUT GETTING STRETCHED
SCREEN PLS HELP. This is a largely enjoyable game if you are into driving trains, but are unable to do so in real life.
The included content is somewhat limited, requiring one to purchase very expensive DLC to further enjoy the
experience, which can add up very quickly. Also it has very limited localisation, limited itself to NYC, Germany, and
England. It would be improved with the likes of the TGV and ICE, Japanese Bullet Train, the Shanghai Maglev, as well
as some Australian content, which is sorely lacking in many similar products.. This game is definitely confusing...will it
scare you? Yes YES IT WILL, but after awhile you are very confused as what to do...if you are going in the right place?
No clues at all...no clues, so it is a huge maze. If they update it or kinda tell you what you are supposed to do then yeah
it can be a great game. The jumpscares can only get you so many times...

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=98LtATU7N9I

AT THIS MOMENT, I do not recommend it, but in the future very possible.
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Game crashes on startup, had to press the start button like 5000 times to get my play time up to 5 mins so I can write this
review. followed all the guidelines, no help from capcom, will refund in a week before my refund time runs out if problem
cannot be fixed.. Amazingly enough, this isn't bad at all!
smoothly optimized, the graphics are appealing - 3D bubsy hasn't looked this good, probably ever.

It plays out much liek you expect a bit trip runner style game to play, only this one breaks things up differently.
you have the three base chars of Bubsy, Vergil and Wooloie to complete their own version of each level, and if you collect three
Arnold token pieces for each char, it opens up a special stage for arnold where you basically play the special stages from Sonic
2.

The humour and writing is on-point, Bubsy knows he's a washed up has been, or more like - a never was - but still has his charm
of being super cocky as well.

You collect yarn in the levels, and you can use that yarn to unlock outfits for your 4 characters - Bubsy has the best ones, imo.

The 4 charas all play wildly different, Bubsy controls as expected - vergil has a double jump and a ground pound, and Wollie is
a ufo - so she can move anywhere,m whenever - and has to shoot down foes as well. It's a nice way to break up pacing, so you
aren't feeling liek you're just replaying the same level 3 times, with a different skin.

You earn completion medals for each char, and those unlock more levels.

The amount of polish in this is pretty nice to see, and yeah - a Bubsy game that's actually good, who would've guessed?

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=A2v6pRnCTWQ. Third room still to go but definetly worth the money. One small con is
that items may be lost for good some times. Had to restart the first room once because of that.. "Fist Full of Frags". This is a
great game and the best part is, its "FREE". The Multiplayer is not outstanding but it does have alot of fun to be had. Now if you
are looking for quick reloading in this game, then this is not the game for you. The western style of the game is unique and
honestly a breathe of fresh air. To many fps games now of days have a futuristic setting and it's getting old. That's why this
"Wild West Theme" is nice and different in the fps community.

Pros: Alot of action, and the game mechanics are easy to pick up
  The theme is intresting
  Weapon Variety

Cons: Servers can get lag at times, so find a server with about 10 - 20 people, servers over 27 will lag
  Lack of new addons from the community (there's some but there older), and updates

Score: 9\/10 "It's free and has good gameplay. It's worth trying"

P.S If you are a fan of the following
- The Man with No Name Trilogy
- Once Upon a Time in the West
- John Wayne Westerns
- The Unforgiven (directed by Clint Eastwood)
- Chuck Norris
- Texas
- Whiskey
- Guns
- America
- Or any other Western realted thing..... then this game is for you.. Short, but a pretty amazing game. Makes you think and has
an epic storyline to follow. Highly recommended for puzzle game fans.. This is a great little game. It is relatively quick to run
through but is full of humour and interesting choices to make. It is fun to play and well written. :)
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